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MARKET SIZE & SHARE



UAV DRONES MARKET

North America (54%)

Europe (30%)

APAC (13%)

RoW (3%)
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Highest share of UAV is from North America  54%. 60% of the drones are into consumer industry.  Only 40% share 

is coming from commercial sector. 



MARKET SHARE: UAV 
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UAV market share forecast: Commercial  segment is just getting familiarized with application of drones. Once the 

potential of drones is better recognized, we expect the industry to pick up and progress well.



MARKET SHARE: UMV 
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MARKET SHARE: UGV 
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By 2021 the market of UGV is expected to touch US$ 3233 M. The railways market from overall is expected 

to touch US$ 24.25 M. 



OVERALL UNMANNED VEHICLES MARKET
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Overall unmanned market size including both UGV and UAV is to touch US$ 1349 M.



MARKET BY REGION – UNMANNED VEHICLES MARKET

Adoption of UMVs (largely, drones) currently is more significant in North America, followed by Europe; this can change over the course of the 
years with APAC closely competing with North America and Europe. 
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MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORSIGHT



MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: OVERVIEW

The way the world see the drones is either as a toy or some complex military weapon. They are not wrong to do

so. Military accounts to 90% of drones market value today. The change in this pattern in what's interesting for

our study.

Recreational drones aimed at consumers, have a greater share in terms of units; around 2 million drones were

sold in consumer market around the world last year (about 60%). But also an interesting space is now opening

up in for commercial purposes. In the year 2016, around 110,000 drones (technically known as unmanned aerial

vehicles, or UAVs) were sold for commercial use.

We are now observing a market where drones can be used as powerful business tools; and significant growth

can be seen in commercial segment where agriculture and Infrastructure will lead the market.

New applications are being explored; and Railways, particularly, Diagnostics of Railway facilities is an area of

exploration. Drones and robots are beginning to be explored in railways for surveillance and monitoring. They

help both in service and inspection; further, to bring a safety element which is questionable in traditional means

and ways of inspection.
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Commercial industries are soon recognizing the value of UAV. In Railways drones can come up in various segments

as railways system should always be frequently monitored and surveyed. As discussed in report, drones can take

care of most surveillance part. Major segment they can focus is on track inspection. Because of the continuous use,

tracks can incur more of issues than other segments. For smooth functioning of railcars its essential to proper

monitor these lines. There are also subjected to all weather conditions making it more prone to damages.

With drones we can set a fixed parameter to monitor without direct involvement of humans. There is a vast

difference in the areas that can be covered with drones traditional means of inspection. With just a thermal

imagery sensor they can be efficient in understanding damaged corroded rails and in case to also detect leaks.

Maybe with more additional sensors, drones can reduce the pressure on the traditional methods of track

inspection in a large scale.

The other segment which is not a major one but cost and time consumption wise can come close is the inspection of

bridges. It takes highly qualified operatives and expensive machines just for inspection. Moreover we are now

even seeing how drones are already being deployed to help build bridges. (4,629-foot-long Xingkang Bridge in

Sichuan Province, China). The impressive way in which drones easily adapt with most segment of railways makes

another reason to watch out how railway diagnostic with UAV will mould.

A new attractive segment of potential can be in service industry where consumer friendly drones and robots can

facilitate smooth functioning of railways.

MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: SEGMENTS
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However the application of drones is primarily surveillance based, at present. They play less role is technical

diagnosis. Various imagery tools such as infra-red, multi spectral scales are used to detect flaws and measure heat

variation. With more unmanned vehicles based solutions coming up, we may once get to see an integrated imagery

and AI- based application where real time data can be captured and autonomously the drone can detect the issues

and act accordingly without humans control.

This being the scenario, traditional means and ways of diagnostics still prevail The reasons we cannot completely

remove them from the picture is because of the complexity each machine posses. Drones manufacturing in itself is a

game of accuracy. This is one major challenge the industry has to overcome this also means, while drones make a

significant contribution to diagnostics, they do not contribute much to the fix turnaround. They can be made efficient

to monitor and survey the railways but to fix the team has to come down.

Hence , this just show how important innovation around employing drones / UMVs in diagnostics beyond surveillance

is necessary ,without which, the role will be limited to surveillance alone .

This calls for greater collaboration of UAVs and UGVs to provide a breakthrough in break-fix scenarios . Together

they can be of perfect in the industry not just for monitoring and surveillance but also to do the needed fix.

MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: APPLICATION 
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In the coming years, with more enhancements and research done in railways usage of unmanned vehicles, North

America and Europe will be leading regions to adapt to these technologies at first. Given their technology first and

readiness to adopt innovation as natural leaning path to business. Supported by investments in infrastructure and

technology.

This however doesn’t mean that budgets or investments are a barrier in other parts of the world, given that railways

in most markets are controlled or supported by government entities or large private companies with strong financial

capabilities .

Hence to penetrate these (emerging / developing) markets, there’s more a need to educate the market .. Educate

key stakeholders .. Emphasize on benefits in turnaround time, breakthrough in diagnostics .. and prevention of

unwanted incidents such as accidents, delays etc. One of the barriers is a perception that UMVs replace human skill,

and therefore, UMVs are seen more of a threat to ‘jobs’; Which underlines the need to educate on the human-UMV

collaboration, rather than a replacement of human labor.

Hence success in developing markets depends on one’s ability to engage and educate, beyond mere technical

capabilities.

MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: ADOPTION
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As much as we hope to see adoption across markets, we can also expect the governments and investors across

markets including those developing to encourage ‘startups’ in this space of technology. Leading to more of

‘development’ activity. In 2017, venture capitalists have already bet more than $200 million on the global drone

phenomenon. Startups pulling in cash with segment across software, manufacturers and services. After venture

capitalists funneled millions into commercializing drones, a growing section of investors senses opportunity in providing

defensive services in the skies.

Already there is mergers between technology providers and drones manufacturing companies for Autonomous

drones. Verizon Communications (one of the largest communication technology companies in the world) acquired

Skyward IO Inc., a startup making software for the management of autonomous drones. Such consolidation assist in

making drones being integrated with Internet of Things facilitate and revolutionize the inspection process.

We can possibly expect some breakthrough solutions and innovation from such start-ups. (Especially when tech-giants

like Intel, Microsoft start up in drone industry). However, the ability to reach market, execute orders, and manage

service can be a huge task. And therefore, we expect consolidation to follow, with larger, more established

organizations taking lead to (package them better and) take the solutions ‘to market’ from such innovative start-ups.

MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: START UPS
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In the next upcoming years we can definitely see how unmanned vehicles will mould the commercial industry; in

particular the railways.

Though at the moment, UMVs in Railways is largely at an explorative stage, that too, very sparsely, further

exposure to the technology and its successes in other areas of application can help stir up the trial out in Railways

in the next two years; which in turn, can further provide impetus for further growth for years to come.

With more drone based solution when integrated will IoT, monitoring and inspection ill become way more cheap

and convenient as it give real time pictures which can be accessed any authoritative person any time anywhere.

From giving live updates to drivers about traffic with pictures to continuous assistance throughout the path, drones

will definitely play an much more active role in Railway.

There is almost limitless opportunity with unmanned vehicles. Clearly there’s a lot of cool factor to the unmanned

market today, but very quickly that cool factor will be replaced by a clear understanding of what drives value.

At that point drones and robots will become an integral part of the way rail does business. Once the traditional

low-hanging-fruit missions are covered the ongoing opportunity is truly limitless; and that’s where things will get

really interesting as the rail industry comes up with creative applications.

MARKET ANALYSIS AND FORESIGHT: OUTLOOK
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